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In Dulci Jubilo

Cheerful Christmas organ music from Magdalen College, Oxford

For many people the glorious sounds of the organ are closely associated with Christmas
and its time of celebration.This recording presents a selection of Christmas organ music
from four centuries, from the high Baroque style of Johann Sebastian Bach to lovely,
gentle works by twentieth century English composers and arrangements by one of the
most legendary organists of our time, the great Virgil Fox. In addition there are pieces by
some of the great names of twentieth-century American music, Charles Ives and Samuel
Barber.The music varies in style from bold, energetic works based on hymn tunes and
carols to calm cradle songs and lullabies.The pieces show us the great contrasts in sound
of which the beautiful Mander organ is capable, from the majesty of full organ (pulling
out all the stops!) to the soft, warm sound of a single flute stop.

The Mander organ
Magdalen College Chapel has undergone several internal transformations since it was
built at the end of the fifteenth century.The last major change was the great church
architect Cottingham’s transformation of the choir stalls, reredos and organ screen which
was carried out between 1829 and 1834. At this time an unusual stone organ case was
constructed for the screen which has remained unique throughout the world today.
A completely new instrument was built for the chapel in 1986 by the London firm of
N P Mander Ltd under the direction of the Informator Choristarum, Dr John Harper. It
makes ingenious use of the unique stone organ case.The style of the instrument owes
much to 17th and 18th century English organs and it is particularly noted for the
warmth and clarity of its sound.The instrument has been carefully “voiced” to perfectly
match the chapel’s acoustics and to blend with the refined sounds of the world-famous
men and boys choir which has sung daily services in the chapel for four hundred years.
At the same time, however, its “singing” style and well chosen specification enables it to
play repertoire from a wide range of styles and periods.
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